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Address Systaic AG 
Kasernenstraße 27 
40213 Düsseldorf

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Energy solutions for Europe: When it comes to solar energy, you need to think beyond simply producing solar cells. Only the systematic and sensible
use of this renewable power will have a sustainable effect on the environment as well as the rate of returns. systaic AG, a company active in all of
Europe and headquartered in Düsseldorf, presents new solutions in the areas of architecture, system technology and energy efficiency. If you are
thinking of building or refurbishing a house, the question of the perfect roof materials springs to mind. In addition to tiles, wood or concrete, a growing
number of people are choosing the most progressive option: an energy roof that produces electricity and heat. The solution made by SYSTAIC is a
high-quality roof that will make you largely independent of rising energy prices and that looks so attractive that it has already won several architectural
awards. Generated in an environmentally friendly way, the electricity is privately used, and any excess energy is sold to the utility or directed into an
automobile battery for further use. SYSTAIC guarantees a yield in kilowatt hours over 24 years – unique in the industry. The new SYSTAIC energy roof
system supplies electricity and heat to an entire household; with heat being a practical “by-product” of power generation. An electric car can also be
connected as SYSTAIC has outstanding expertise in this area as well.
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